This Week’s Home Learning
Personal, Social and Emotional

Friendship:
Ask “Who are your friends?” Talk about what makes a good
friend. Make friendship bracelets for everyone your child
mentions and label with their name. You could use beads and
string, pasta, cut up straws, pipe cleaners, ribbon, plaited
wool or thread – whatever you can find! Then (safely)
deliver, send or keep safe until we can see them again.

Talk
Story

Communication, Language and
Literacy

Make Silly Soup:
Collect some rhyming objects (or pictures)
then make some silly soup! You will need a
large pan or bowl and spoon. See page 4 of the
attached phonics info for more instructions…

Billy and the Beast
Read the story or watch author Nadia
Shireen reading it. There are also lots
of lovely activity ideas to try as well as
things to make and do @:
http://www.lovemybooks.co.uk/billyand-the-beast
There are lots of other
books on this website
with descriptions, video
clips and great activity
ideas. You can search by
topic depending on your
child’s interests

Mathematics
String Shapes:
Cut some string, roll it out and see
what interesting shapes you can make.
Collect some sticks, lay them out and
see what shapes and patterns you can
create. Which is better for making
round/square shapes? You could stick
them together to make shape collages
or hanging decorations.

Make

Physical

Sadler’s Wells Family Dance Workshop
Think of your favourite animal. What do you
like about this animal? How does your animal
move? Can you make the noises it makes too?
Why not watch and follow the online clip led
by Sadler’s Wells Dance Artist Cherie
Coleman.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7QbvcJy1xA&list
=PLAC0ZTI5pkuzlbdGtV_-bimq6JL5ArVit&index=1

Rhyme
Literacy
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Understanding of the
World
Ice rescue mission:
Freeze any small plastic toys in a
container of water then invite your
child to find a way to rescue the
trapped creatures/animals/dinosaurs/
paw patrol characters from the ice!

Play

Expressive Arts and
Design

Tate Paint:
Invite your child to create their own
masterpiece using the Interactive Paint
board from the Tate gallery website:
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/gamesquizzes/tate-paint

Digital
Draw

We hope you are all still safe and well. Here are some more suggested ideas for this week – pick and choose those
you feel your child will enjoy – no pressure! This week we have put together some information about how to teach
phonics to under 5s – it is surprisingly simple and fun but do contact us if you have any other questions or feedback.

